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Research initiation.

Investment Highlights:



Future facing metal, potential supply from Tier 1 mining jurisdiction, with
strong governance and provenance credentials: nickel metal firmly in the
spotlight, and order is now returning to the nickel market, with recent
machinations underscoring the importance of supply from a well credentialled
jurisdiction with leading governance. Both EV battery demand and green
demand are well documented and nickel stands to be a substantial beneficiary
of global electrification trend with sulphide sourced nickel especially attractive.
Cash of $9M at December 2021 end with no debt. Funded for continued drilling
with a view to update resource estimate at KNP.
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Existing infrastructure including noted concentrator access: KNP’s Foster mine
at its peak was historically feed for up to a quarter of Nickel West concentrator,
only 20km by road. Existing development including existing mine infrastructure
means low mooted capex of $35M to restart operations once company can
prove up a sizeable resource.
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Further exploration at a range of targets on granted MLs: extensive 2022
program includes further testing of a number of targets at KNP including East &
West Troughs, Jan Deeps, Warren, and N75C in the Foster Main deposit, plus
WA EIS grant target Kenilworth.
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Sep 21

High grade, shallow resource foundation for building out resource: existing
JORC Resource at KNP is high grade and shallow with 39kt contained nickel at
3.2% Ni, as well as an additional historical resource of 32kt. Recent Baker deposit
discovery shows early promise after returning rounds of high grade hits at
economic widths, while the broader Cooee area – which includes Baker – has an
exploration target of 500-750kt at 1.25% to 2.5% Ni.

Aug 21



Lunnon Metals (LM8) is a nickel explorer with its flagship Kambalda Nickel
Project (KNP) in Kambalda, in the heart of nickel production, highly prized among Recommendation
addresses for nickel tenements.
Previous

Jul 21



Disclosure
The analyst does not own LM8 securities.
Foster Stockbroking and associated entities (excluding
Cranport Pty Ltd) do not own LM8 securities.
Cranport Pty Ltd owns 50,641 LM8 shares.
Refer to end of report for details.
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Earnings and Valuation:
Matthew Chen, CFA



We value LM8 at $1.50/share, with NPV8 (real) of $252M for KNP based on our matthew.chen@fostock.com.au
notional model assuming conversion of historical resource. We also factor in
exploration upside, with early results from Baker discovery extremely promising.



We note upside potential to our valuation from updated resource,
development studies, risk discount unwind, sustained strong nickel prices.

+61 2 9993 8130

Recommendation:


We initiate with a Speculative Buy recommendation for LM8 with a PT of
$1.50/share, in line with our valuation: building an inventory of future facing
metal, with existing development drives, thirsty nearby concentrator, and light
touch restart capital, boosted by sulphide demand from electrification trend.



Catalysts for the stock include: 1) further drilling and assay results at LM8’s
Kambalda Nickel Project at a number of targets with a focus on Baker, Warren,
and Foster; 2) resource and reserve update for KNP; 3) development studies;
4) permitting and approvals.

DISCLAIMER: Foster Stockbroking Pty Ltd does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware
that the firm may have a conflict of interest which it seeks to manage and disclose. Refer full disclosures at the end of this report.

Lunnon Metals Ltd (LM8)
LUNNON METALS LIMITED (LM8)


Lunnon Metals Ltd (LM8.ASX) is a nickel and gold explorer and developer. The company’s flagship
asset is the Kambalda Nickel Project (KNP), situated in the Kalgoorlie greenstone belt.



KNP has existing JORC Resources at its Warren, Foster South, and Foster 85H deposits, which
provide a foundation for LM8, while resampling and new drilling is set to build on the existing
Resource. Recent exploration success at its Baker discovery points to resource growth potential
within LM8’s granted mining leases.



LM8’s near term goal is to prove up the resource, and follow the development template of
neighbour Mincor (MCR), with Nickel West proximity, only 20km by road to BHP Nickel West’s
Kambalda Concentrator, an obvious home for KNP output.

KAMBALDA NICKEL PROJECT (100% INTEREST) – PRIZED NICKEL ADDRESS


The Kambalda Nickel Project (KNP) comprises 19 contiguous mining tenements, covering an area
of 23km2. The KNP tenements are situated in the Kalgoorlie greenstone belt in the Kambalda
Nickel District, which extends more than 70km south of Kambalda. KNP is located approximately
20km south east of BHP’s Kambalda Nickel Concentrator.



The Kambalda region is well known for its high-grade nickel-copper-PGE mineralisation.
Kambalda type nickel mineralisation typically occurs at the base of komatiite peridotite flows.
Deposit characteristics are typically high grade (2-4% Ni). The Kambalda Nickel District has
produced more than 1.7Mt of nickel metal since its discovery in 1966 by WMC Resources Ltd
(“WMC”).

Figure 1: Kambalda Nickel Project, Regional Map

Source: Company.
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Project Location and Brief History


The Project area is located 70km south-southeast of Kalgoorlie within the Kambalda Nickel
District, Eastern Goldfields, Western Australia. There has been exploration and mining in the
region since 1896, prior to the town of Kambalda being gazetted in 1897. After World War II the
area was extensively explored and mined by Western Mining Corporation before the sale of the
project area to Gold Fields Limited in 2001, and missed the subsequent nickel peak in 2007-08.



The KNP area hosts the historically producing underground nickel mines of Foster and Jan Shaft.
Between them, these mines produced over 90kt of nickel metal, delivered to the Kambalda
Concentrator (then owned by WMC, now nickel West, part of BHP). The Foster and Jan Shaft
mines were closed in 1994 and 1986, respectively, prior to the sale of the broader project area
to Gold Fields in 2001. There has been no meaningful nickel exploration since this time.

Regional and Local Geology Setting


The Kambalda–St Ives region is part of the Norseman-Wiluna greenstone belt, which is made up
of regionally extensive volcano sedimentary packages. These were extruded and deposited in
between 2,700Ma and 2,660Ma. The St Ives field forms part of the Kambalda Domain, a subset
of the Kalgoorlie Terrane. The Kambalda Domain is bound by the north-northwest trending
Boulder Lefroy Fault in the east and Suleika Shear to the west.

Figure 2: Kambalda-St Ives regional Geology.

Source: Company.

31 March 2022
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The principal structural feature of the St Ives area is the gently south plunging Kambalda
Anticline, which extends ~35km from the south end of the Kambalda Dome to Junction Mine.
The Cooee Anticline structure forms part of the Kambalda Anticline and is the dominant structure
in the area. The Cooee Anticline is bounded to the north by the Foster thrust which ramps the
mafic stratigraphic succession (host to the gold and nickel mineralisation) northwards over
younger stratigraphy. The south plunging anticline folds stratigraphy about an axis lying between
the Foster Mine and the East Cooee (Baker) prospect. The stratigraphic section overlying the
south westerly dipping, upward facing nickeliferous contact in the Foster area is essentially
intact.

Nickel Geology and Mineralisation


Nickel deposits in the Kambalda region – including at KNP – are generally classified as komatiite
associated nickel deposits. Kambalda type nickel deposits are described as stratiform komatiitic
peridotite hosted deposits or class IA, and are small, high-grade (2-4% Ni head grades) deposits
comprising massive, matrix, and disseminated sulphides at the base of komatiitic peridotites.
The deposits are typically clustered and characteristically ribbon-like extending from 100m to
greater than 2,500m in length with widths of 50m to 250m. Thicknesses generally range from 1m
to 5m but lower grade ores may be 5m to 20m thick.



Most mineralised nickel positions (shoots or lodes) in the Kambalda district occur at the base of
the thick basal komatiitic lava flows, known as contact ores. The typical ore profile consists of a
thin discontinuous massive sulphide layer which overlies footwall rocks and is itself overlain
successively by a thick more continuous layer of matrix sulphides (40-80% sulphides),
disseminated (10-40%) sulphides, and komatiitic peridotite.



The immediate Kambalda district (excluding Widgiemooltha deposits) has produced over 44.2Mt
ore at a grade of 3.15% Ni for just under 1.4Mt nickel metal in total since production first
commenced in 1966 from the Lunnon Shoot at the Sliver Lake Shaft at Kambalda.

KAMBALDA NICKEL PROJECT (KNP) DEPOSITS
Figure 3: Kambalda Nickel Project plan, with Baker location and adjacent open pit

Source: Company.

31 March 2022
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The KNP area is interpreted to contain at least five mineralised nickel troughs, comprising:


Warren (previously Foster NW): access by independent decline branching off the main
Foster decline near the portal. Limited development and stoping occurred before an
uncontrolled water ingress required blocking off of the area. Warren Shoot trough runs
subparallel potentially to entirety of the Foster Main trough and may present a significant
source of future nickel mineralisation in its own right.



Foster Main: mined between 1981 and 1994, producing over 60kt of nickel metal. At peak,
Foster nickel production represented up to 25% of the feed to the Kambalda Concentrator.
Based on the company’s new mineralisation and structural interpretation it considers that
the central and upper flank areas of the main mine represent good potential for near mine
development discovery.

Figure 4: Foster Mine Decline, Workings, and Access Points, perspective view to NNE

Source: Company.

31 March 2022



Foster South (previously South, then renamed Deeps-64C): considered either to be a fault
offset segment of the main Foster trough system rotated to a more vertical plunge or
potential new trough in its own right. High grade massive sulphide is open up and down
plunge and is located just 300m beyond the end of the current main decline.



Jan Shaft: this mineralisation comprises a series of deeply incised, vertical plunging troughs
and associated extensive hanging wall shoots. The Jan Shaft was one of the earliest nickel
mines to be shut by WMC in 1986, after just over 30kt of nickel metal were produced. The
St Ives gold processing plant was subsequently built on top of the mine utilising a significant
portion of the existing surface imine infrastructure for the new plant. The defined nickel
shoots were mined to shallow depths of approximately 560m below surface with significant
high grade nickel sulphide intercepts recovered beneath mine workings.



East Cooee: this mineralisation is located to the NNW of Jan shaft, comprising a considerable
quantity of hanging wall style mineralisation and anomalism subject to sporadic drill testing
by WMC. Two deep troughs have been interpreted to be present with only limited diamond
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or RC holes drilled at suitable orientations to test these features. The East Cooee area has
the potential to be an important exploration target for both near surface RC/diamond
drilling and deeper directional diamond drilling, targeting the trough positions at depth and
is the location of the company’s recent Baker discovery.

MINERAL RESOURCE – POTENTIAL TO GROW WITH BAKER DISCOVERY


The estimate of the JORC Mineral Resource at the Kambalda Nickel Project is 1.238Mt at 3.2%
Ni, for 39,000t contained Ni metal across the Foster 85H, Foster South, and Warren deposits.
Foster 85H is the largest of the three shoots at KNP, while Foster South has the highest grade.
69% of the Resource is in the Indicated category with the balance in Inferred.

Figure 5: Kambalda Nickel Project JORC Mineral Resource
Deposit
Foster 85H
Foster South
Warren
Total

Indicated
Ore kt
387
223
136
746

Ni %
3.3
4.7
2.7
3.6

Ni
metal, t
12,800
10,500
3,700
27,000

Inferred
Ore kt
300
116
75
491

Ni %
1.3
4.8
3.7
2.4

Ni
metal, t
3,800
5,500
2,700
12,000

Total
Ore kt
687
340
211
1,238

Ni %
2.4
4.7
3.1
3.2

Ni
Metal, t
16,600
16,000
6,400
39,000

Source: Company; at 30 June 2021; cut-off 1% Ni, rounding affects totals.



Ongoing work at the historical Foster mine seeks to address targets including the N75C area, part
of the Foster Mine, and adjacent to 85H (16.6kt nickel at 2.4% Ni), which hosts apparently
unmined areas. Re-assays of historical core have confirmed original WMC assays, while recent
drill results include 7.7m at 2.92% from 315m downhole.

Figure 6: KNP, Foster Mine, N75C and N72 nickel surfaces, longitudinal projection

Source: Company.



31 March 2022

Ongoing work at Warren is designed to ‘fill the gaps’ in the old WMC drill coverage and show the
channel has the potential to host nickel mineralisation substantially higher than the current
6,400t contained nickel. The Warren is a separate nickel mineralised channel in its own right,
while the adjacent Foster channel, 1.5km to the south east hosted an endowment of almost 94kt
nickel at 2.92% Ni. Recent drilling has intersected sulphides, with recent highlights including hole
WRN21DD 003 which returned 8.72m at 3.54% Ni from 353m downhole, including 2.33m at 4.4%
Ni.
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Figure 7: KNP, Warren lode, long projection

Source: Company.



The Baker Deposit has no resource at this stage but is currently being drilled. Geological
modelling is on foot after its recent discovery and encouraging initial rounds of assay results.



A historical non-compliant resource of 32kt contained nickel is split roughly evenly between
Foster and Jan – and which is not included in the KNP JORC resource. The company will validate
the historical estimate and aim to convert this to a JORC Resource, applying its historical core
program that successfully defined the existing 39kt Ni JORC resource.

Figure 8: Jan Nickel Mine, perspective view

Source: Company.

31 March 2022
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EXPLORATION TARGETS
Baker Deposit – Exciting Prospect Delivering Results


Recent drill results from the Baker Deposit discovery look to be highly encouraging. High grade
intervals over mineable widths suggest an economic deposit, with further potential still open
along strike and down plunge.



Infill drilling has confirmed visual observations along with high grade shallow intercepts, with
highlights from the first batch of results in January, including:


7.0m at 9.22% Ni from 123.0m, including 6.0m at 10.5% Ni from 124.0m;



8.0m at 2.52% Ni from 97.0m, including 3.0m at 4.74% Ni from 102.0m;



6.0m at 3.67% Ni from 132.0m, including 4.0m at 4.86% Ni from 133.0m.



Higher grades generally correspond to ultramafic hosted massive to semi massive nickel
sulphides ranging to more disseminated sulphides for the lower grades. Results for key elements
including Fe, Mg, and S are considered typical of Kambalda nickel sulphide mineralisation. High
grade nickel intercepts are also associated with elevated platinum and palladium values.



Highlights from the second batch of results, which followed shortly after the first, included:


10m at 6.82% Ni from 160m downhole;



3m at 7.88% Ni from 180m downhole;



2m at 4.27% Ni from 187m downhole; and



2.7m at 10.72% Ni from 167.85m downhole.

Figure 9: KNP, Baker Deposit, cross section

Source: Company.



31 March 2022

Highlights from the third batch of Baker results from February include:


6m at 5.84% Ni from 93m downhole;



4m at 6.38% Ni from 91m downhole;



5m at 4.55% Ni from 84m and 5m at 9.15% Ni from 93m;



3m at 4.35% Ni form 109m and 2m at 4.61% Ni from 125m;
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7m at 5.2% Ni from 74m; and



6.1m at 2.19% Ni from 74m and 7.53% Ni from 91m.

The plunge extent of Baker mineralisation is at least 300m with mineralisation still open in a
number of directions. The company is planning how to evaluate and test down plunge with
indications mineralisation may still be present for an additional 500m.

Figure 10: KMP, Baker Deposit, cross section

Source: Company.

East Cooee


The broader East Cooee prospect area is relatively poorly defined by past WMC drilling. Prior to
the discovery of Baker within the East Cooee prospect, the company had an Exploration Target,
which was not reported in the JORC Resource. The Exploration Target was estimated to be in
the range of 500-750kt with an average grade of 1.25% to 2.5% Ni, or 12kt contained nickel at
midpoint, and a range of 6-19kt of contained nickel.



The upper end of the estimates range also included conceptual targets on the two defined trough
positions, East and West Troughs, which are still to be explored down plunge. In light of the Baker
discovery, the balance of the Exploration Target representing these trough targets appears
achievable.

Cooee Gap


31 March 2022

The company’s reinterpretation of the structural setting in the KNP indicates sufficient evidence
to support the hypothesis that there may be other previously unidentified troughs in the area
called the Cooee Gap. Prospectivity is increased due to the fact it is the location of the strongest
and highest magnitude nickel in soils geochemical anomalism at the project. The area also
records anomalous thickness of the hanging wall ultramafic rocks, due to either structural
thickening or thick original komatiite flow.
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Figure 11: Cooee Gap, perspective view

Source: Company.

PERMITTING


The company holds 19 granted Mining Leases covering 23km2 including the Foster and Jan mines.
LM8 plans to lodge applications for approvals, including Mining Proposal, during CY22 to enable
dewatering to re-enter the Foster decline for underground exploration.

FINANCIALS


The company had cash of $9M at the end of December 2021. LM8 considers it is fully funded for
its near term exploration objectives including for drilling programs at targets at Baker, Warren,
Foster, and the broader East Cooee.

EARNINGS


31 March 2022

We do not forecast earnings for LM8 at this stage. We keenly anticipate further updates on the
JORC resource during CY22, while development studies will provide detail on production
parameters and metrics.
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VALUATION –$1.50/SHARE, RISKED


KNP is in resource definition and early development stage with no development studies
published to date. We have however attempted to value the Kambalda Nickel Project based on
our own notional model applied to the project. We emphasis these are FSB assumptions alone.
We derive a DCF valuation of $252M for KNP, or a risked valuation of $1.50 per LM8 share.



We assume a base case of a 350ktpa mining operation with a 6 year mine life, with average feed
grade of 3% Ni and 90% recovery to produce 9,400ktpa nickel in concentrate.



We assume AUDUSD of 0.75 and LT nickel of US$9.10/lb, and payability of 65%. Our cost
assumption is US$3.50/lb, having reference to MCR’s development template as well as DKM’s
scoping study.

Figure 12: Kambalda Nickel Project, FSB Parameter Assumptions
Project Assumptions
Life of Mine (LOM)
Average LOM Feed Grade
Recovery
Mill Throughput, average
Production, nickel in concentrate
Pre-production restart capital

Unit
yrs
%
%
tpa
tpa
$M

Value
6
3.0
90
350,000
9,400
35

Source: Foster Stockbroking estimates.



We assume pre-production capital costs of $35M including for dewatering of Foster South in
addition to decline extension.



We have included exploration in our valuation to account for prospectivity and growth potential
of the Resource. We note the historical non-compliant estimates contain a further 32kt
contained nickel, which is not otherwise included in the JORC resource of 39kt contained nickel.
We have ascribed value to the exploration potential at 35kt at US$2,300/resource nickel tonnes.



We have applied a discount to our risked valuation to account given the company is currently in
development stage of the asset.

Figure 13: LM8 Valuation

Company Valuation
Kambalda Nickel Project
Exploration
Corporate
Cash
Cash from options, ITM at valuation
Valuation DCF, WACC 8%, real
Ordinary shares, M
Options, M
Shares from equity raise, M
Fully diluted shares, M

Unrisked
A$M
252
81
-22
9
0
321
141
6
20
167

Unrisked,
A$/sh
1.51
0.49
-0.13
0.06
0.00
$1.92

Risked,
A$M
202
57
-18
9
0
250

Risked,
A$/sh
1.21
0.34
-0.11
0.06
0.00
$1.50

1-Risk
Factor
80%
70%
80%
100%
80%
78%

Source: Company, Foster Stockbroking estimates, rounding affects totals.

31 March 2022
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PEER COMPARISON


We provide a comparison of LM8 with ASX listed nickel sulphide peers. We have included a
number of development companies with sulphide resources, at various stages of the
development cycle, weighted primarily to development and exploration. We have also included
producers WSA, PAN, and MCR for reference.

Figure 14: Peer Comparison, Resource Grade (% Ni) and Resource Size (Nickel Tonnes)

Source: Companies, Foster Stockbroking estimates; data as at 30 March 2022.

31 March 2022



LM8 has a very high grade resource in absolute terms, second only to MCR among selected peers.
Its existing resource is relatively small compared to the peer group. We note a premium to
valuation generally attaches for companies with higher grade deposits.



The EV/Resource tonne of the peer group has a very dispersed range of $50-$12,600/t and mean
value of $2,300/t; for companies with resource grade above 2%, the mean EV/Resource tonne
lifts to $3,300/t. For companies with a Reserve, the EV/Reserve tonne of the peer group has a
range of $3,600-$15,000/t.



Based on its existing resource alone, we note LM8 trades above the valuation implied by the
mean EV/Resource tonne of $2,300/t, or $89M. However, accounting for historical and
exploration target and adjusting for grade we think LM8 trades well below the valuation implied
by that for higher grade and larger deposits.
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INITIATE WITH SPECULATIVE BUY RECOMMENDATION, PRICE TARGET $1.50/SHARE

31 March 2022



We initiate coverage of LM8 with a Speculative Buy recommendation and price target of
$1.50/share, in line with our valuation.



We hold the view the company is quickly building up an inventory of forward facing metal, with
existing development drives and thirsty nearby concentrator with light touch restart capital,
boosted by sulphide demand from global electrification trend and appetite for sulphide sourced
nickel with sound environmental and governance credentials from a tier one jurisdiction.



We see a number of upcoming catalysts for LM8, including 1) further geophysical survey, drill,
and assay results at LM8’s Kambalda Nickel Project with a focus on Baker, Warren, and Foster;
2) resource and reserve update for KNP; 3) development studies; 4) permitting and approvals
including Mining Proposal, including to dewater and re-enter Foster decline for underground
exploration.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT


Liam Twigger, Non-Executive Chairman, B. Econ, CPA, GDipBus. Currently Deputy Chair of
Argonaut Securities. Other directorships include Chair of Solgold plc, (London, TSX) and nonexecutive director of WA Government owned Gold Corporation (trading as Perth Mint).



Ian Junk, Non-Executive Director, B. Eng (Hons, Mining), MAusIMM. Previous experience
includes Mine Manager at various Kambalda Nickel mines for Western Mining Corporation
(WMC). With Donegal Resources initiated the JV with Mincor Resources at the Miitel, Mariners,
Wannaway, and Redross nickel mines, and a subsequent JV with Panoramic Resources (PAN.ASX)
at the Lanfranchi nickel mine. Donegal Resources also managed and operated Canilya Hill nickel
mine when sold to View Resources.



Ashley McDonald, Non-executive director, B. Comm, LLB. Nominee for Gold Fields Ltd.
Currently Vice president Corporate Development for Gold Fields, and involved in acquiring
Granny Smith, Lawlers, and Darlot Gold mines from Barrick, acquiring a 50% interest in Gruyere
gold mine, and evaluating various funding options for Gold Fields key development asset Salares
Norte in Chile in 2020. Experienced and skilled M&A practitioner with strong financial and
analytical skills and also a legal practitioner with more than 20 years’ experience in Corporate
and Resources Law



Deborah Lord, Non-executive director, B.Sc (Hons, Geology), MAusIMM. Geologist with over 30
years’ experience in the resources sector in Australia, North and South America. Significant
experience in exploration and resource development in leadership, management, governance,
and research advisory positions. Has previously worked for BHP, Placer Dome, WMC Resources,
and SRK. Other directorships include Chair of VALMIN Committee, E79 Gold Mines Ltd (E79.ASX)
and VRM



Edmund Ainscough, Managing Director, B.Sc (Hons, Geology), FGeolSoc, MAusIMM. Led
acquisition of JV rights to the Foster/Jan Nickel Project in 2014 and the acquisition of the Great
Southern Project in 2016 from Silver Lake Resources now owned by Medallion Metals Ltd.
Extensive operational experience (gold, copper, tin) in Australia, Africa, UK, and New Zealand.
Previously a senior member of the Gold Fields executive team in Australia, prior to that was the
last Chief Geologist for WMC at the St Ives Gold Mine. Other directorships include Medallion
Metals Ltd (MM8.ASX).



Aaron Wehrle, Exploration and Geology Manager, B.Sc (Hons), MAusIMM. Geologist with 25
years of experience in Australia, Canada, and the Philippines. Possesses direct relevant
operational experience having worked for WMC at St Ives in the Kambalda district as well
Exploration manager in the site management team. Prior experience includes resource definition
and delineation in Meliadine, Nunavut, Canada as well as Philippines working on the Far South
East Deposit (gold-copper).

RISKS
The following risks may negatively impact the valuation and earnings of LM8:

31 March 2022



Resource risk. LM8 may not be able to determine a JORC Resource or Reserve that may be
economically mineable, which can negatively impact valuation and earnings.



Permitting risk. There is a risk the company may not be able to secure a permit due to economic,
environmental, or government issues.
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31 March 2022



Sovereign risk and geopolitical risk. Any change in government, policy, legislation, or fiscal
policy of Australia may markedly impact the ownership, financing, permitting, or economics of
the company’s projects.



Commodity price risk. Declines in nickel prices may negatively impact the revenues and
profitability of LM8’s projects.



Currency risk. The LM8 share price is denominated in AUD and the company’s major commodity
exposures are priced in USD. Any rise in the AUD may reduce translational impact of USD into
AUD.



Development risk. LM8 may not be able to fund and develop the project due to uneconomic
study metrics, insufficient resources, and/or high costs.



Operating risk. Problems may occur during the mining, processing, transporting and selling of
LM8’s commodities that may negatively impact revenues, costs, and profit.



Financing risk and dilution risk. LM8 is currently not generating earnings, however it will require
funds to advance and develop its projects. There is a risk that this may result in the company
raising equity which may dilute shareholders, or the company borrowing debt which it may not
be able to service.



Economic and market risk. Should global economic growth decline or share markets fall, this
may reduce the appetite for both LM8’s commodity exposure and its shares, negatively
impacting the share price.
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